WHAT IS THE STEM ALL-STAR PROGRAM?

The Larks, MDU Resources Group and Gateway to Science are searching for 6 All-Star students who exhibit hard work, dedication, and a commitment to using STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) to serve their school and community.

Out of the 6 STEM All-Stars, we will choose 1 standout student as our STEM Super-Star.

HOW DO I NOMINATE A STUDENT?

Nominating a student is as easy as 1-2-3

1. Teachers are encouraged to identify students who excel in STEM
2. Submit nominations online at www.gatewaytoscience.org/stem-allstar
3. Application deadline is Friday, April 10th.

ALL-STARS RECEIVE

- Larks jersey
- 4 tickets to a Larks game
- Story in the Larks program
- On-field recognition & the chance to throw out the first pitch
- Gateway to Science one-year student membership

1 SUPER-STAR RECEIVES

- All of the above perks
- Personalized radio ad about their STEM achievements & STEM Education Night
- Opportunity to display their STEM project(s) during the STEM Expo
- Pizza Party at Gateway to Science

NOMINATIONS OPEN MARCH 16

The first 50 students nominated will receive (2) FREE tickets to STEM Education Night on June 18th courtesy of MDU Resources Group.

The school with the highest percentage* of total student nominations will receive a $1,000 STEM grant for their classroom courtesy of MDU Resources Group plus the opportunity to showcase their STEM program during the STEM EXPO on June 18th.

*based on total enrollment in school